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For several large classes of semigroups we provide a description of all semigroups
which generate varieties with uncountably many subvarieties. These include the class
of all Rees quotients of free monoids, the class of nite orthodox monoids, the class
of monoids of index greater than two, and the class of nite inherently not nitely
based semigroups. The rst example of a nite, nitely based semigroup generating
a variety with uncountably many subvarieties is presented and a number of related
results are obtained. All varieties found with uncountably many subvarieties contain
uncountable chains of subvarieties with the same ordering as the real numbers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
By a famous result of Oates and Powell [16], every nite group generates
a semigroup (or equivalently a group) variety V with the property that V and
every subvariety of V can be given by nitely many identities. Such a variety
is called hereditarily nitely based. Since there are only countably many nite
sets of identities, a hereditarily nitely based variety has only countably
many subvarieties (in fact in [16] it is shown that a variety generated by
a nite group has only nitely many subvarieties). This situation does not
extend to semigroups in general, however. In [33], Trahtman shows that the
variety VA12 generated by the (regular) semigroup A12 of the matrices
0 0
0 0

;

1 0
0 1

;

1 0
0 0

;

0 1
0 0

;

1 0
1 0

;

0 1
0 1

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under matrix multiplication has uncountably many subvarieties. Since any
variety containing A12 also has uncountably many subvarieties, this example
immediately provides a host of nite semigroups, each generating uncount-
ably many subvarieties. Results of [24] however easily show that the iden-
tities of A12 are not nitely axiomatizable and that this is also true of any
locally nite variety containing it. A locally nite semigroup or variety with
this property is called inherently not nitely based (which we will abbreviate
to INFB) and a semigroup or variety with a nite basis for its identities will
be called nitely based. The following question naturally arises:
Question 1.1. Does there exist a nitely based, nite semigroup generating
a variety with uncountably many subvarieties?
An important INFB semigroup is the semigroup B12 consisting of the
following matrices
0 0
0 0

;

1 0
0 1

;

1 0
0 0

;

0 1
0 0

;

0 0
1 0

;

0 0
0 1

under multiplication. This semigroup was the rst nite semigroup to be
shown not to have a nite basis for its identities (see [18]). In [24], B12
was shown to generate a minimal INFB variety amongst those generated
by nite semigroups. Indeed the class of INFB semigroups for which B12
is minimal in this sense contains many important classes of semigroups in-
cluding the class of all nite semigroups with only nilpotent subgroups [24].
In particular, B12 is contained in the variety VA12 generated by A12 (see
[29] for example). It is also shown in [24] that there exist nite INFB semi-
groups whose varieties do not contain B12. These facts make the following
questions of denite interest:
Question 1.2. (i) Does B12 generate a variety with uncountably many sub-
varieties?
(ii) Is there a nite INFB semigroup not generating a variety with un-
countably many subvarieties?
Note that there does exist a nite semigroup which is not nitely based
(though it is not INFB) but generates a variety with only nitely many
subvarieties (see [25]).
A subsemigroup or homomorphic image of a semigroup S generates a
subvariety of VS. In [25], however, it is shown that the class of nite
semigroups generating a variety with only nitely many subvarieties is not
closed under direct products. Likewise we may ask the following question:
Question 1.3. Is the class of nite semigroups generating varieties with
countably many subvarieties closed under direct products?
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We will prove (using work by M. Sapir and M. Volkov in [26]) a result
that can be used to answer Question 1.1 in the positive and Questions
1.2(ii) and 1.3 in the negative (a positive answer to part (i) of Question 1.2
follows immediately from the solution to the second part of that question).
As corollaries, complete descriptions of the semigroups from a number
of classes that generate varieties with uncountably many subvarieties are
obtained. These classes include the class of monoids with index greater
than two (this result can also be obtained using a minor variation of the
arguments of [26]), the class of nite orthodox monoids, and the class of
all Rees quotients of free monoids. It also follows that there exist pairs of
nite semigroups generating varieties with only countably many subvarieties
but whose direct product has uncountably many subvarieties. In fact, one
of these nite semigroups can be taken so that the variety it generates has
a lattice of subvarieties with only 3 elements. In the nal section a number
of different examples are examined. In particular, it is shown that the direct
product of the semigroup B2 = B12\1 with a null semigroup with adjoined
identity element generates a variety with uncountably many subvarieties.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X+ and X∗ respectively be the free semigroup and free monoid over
some countable, nonempty set X. Elements of X+ will be called words and
elements of X will be called letters. A possibly empty word will mean an
element from the monoid X∗. Two possibly empty words, u and v, will be
said to be graphically equal (in symbols, u ≡ v) if u = v in X∗. The length of
a word w (written w) will be the number of not necessarily distinct letters
appearing in w.
Denition 2.1. (i) If x is a letter and w is a word, then occx;w is
the number of occurrences of x in w,
(ii) cw = x x occx;w > 0 (the content of w),
(iii) a letter x is n-occurring in a word w if occx;w = n,
(iv) a word w is n-limited if occx;w ≤ n for all letters x.
In the special case when a letter t is 1-occurring in a word w we will say
that t is a linear letter in w.
An identity is an expression of the form u ≈ v where u and v are words.
The identity u ≈ v is said to be balanced if for all letters x, occx; u =
occx; v.
Denition 2.2. If X is an alphabet of letters then a substitution θ is
a homomorphism θ x X+ → X+ dened by its action on the generators
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X. If 6 is a set of identities then an identity u ≈ v can be derived from
6 (in symbols: 6 ` u ≈ v) if and only if there is a sequence of words
u ≡ u1; u2; : : : un−1; un ≡ v and substitutions θi so that ui ≡ u′iθipiv′i
and ui+1 ≡ u′iθiqiv′i for some (possibly empty) words u′i and v′i and some
identity pi ≈ qi ∈ 6.
An identity u ≈ v in an alphabet X will be said to be satised by a
semigroup S (in symbols: S = u ≈ v) if for every homomorphism φ x X+ →
S, φu = φv. Such a homomorphism will be called an assignment. Some
important kinds of identities are those of the form xn ≈ xn+m for some
natural numbers n and m. If n and m are the smallest numbers so that
a given semigroup S satises xn ≈ xn+m then S is said to be periodic and
to have index n and period m. In the case when m = 1, S is said to be
an aperiodic semigroup and in the case when no such n and m exist for
S, then S is said to be nonperiodic. Clearly there are no nite nonperiodic
semigroups.
By an isoterm for a set 6 of identities we mean a word w such that
6 ` w ≈ v if and only if w ≡ v; that is, the equivalence class of the fully
invariant congruence corresponding to 6 on X+ containing w is w. The
word w is an isoterm for a semigroup S if it is an isoterm for IdS, the
set of all identities satised by S. A set 6 of identities will be said to be
closed under deletion if both 6 ` p ≈ q ⇒ cp = cq and 6 ` px ≈ qx,
where px ≈ qx is the identity obtained by deleting every occurrence of
some letter x from p ≈ q. We will say that an identity p ≈ q deletes to or
can be deleted to p′ ≈ q′ if there is a sequence of such deletions starting
at p ≈ q and ending at p′ ≈ q′. A word p deletes to a word p′ if p ≈ p
deletes to p′ ≈ p′. If S is a monoid for which there is no word w taking the
value 1 for all possible assignments (such as the word xn does on a group
of exponent n) then the set of semigroup identities satised by S is closed
under deletion since assigning the element 1 to a letter in an identity is
effectively the same as deleting that letter.
3. MONOIDS WHOSE SEMIGROUP VARIETIES HAVE
UNCOUNTABLY MANY SUBVARIETIES
For each n > 2 let Ln be the word
y1x1x2x3x4y1y2x5y2y3x6y3 : : : yn−1xn+2yn−1ynxn+3xn+4xn+5xn+6yn:
The following result is proved in [26].
Lemma 3.1 [26]. Assume that Ln ≈ w is a balanced identity, that w can
be deleted to yjxiyj if and only if Ln can be deleted to yjxiyj , and that 1 ≤ i <
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j ≤ n+ 6 implies w deletes to xixj . If a substitution θ exists so that θLm is
a subword of w then m = n.
We now use this lemma to show the following.
Theorem 3.2. Let 6 be a set of identities closed under deletion. If xyx is
an isoterm for 6 then the variety dened by 6 has uncountably many subvari-
eties.
Proof. A semigroup S with a zero element in the signature ·; 0 satises
an identity u ≈ 0 exactly when it satises the semigroup identities ux ≈
yu ≈ u (x and y are letters not occurring in the word u). For this reason
it will be convenient to consider semigroups with zero element to be in
the signature ·; 0 and satisfying the identities x0 ≈ 0x ≈ 0. This is not
essential but it simplies the arguments to be used. Let V be a variety
dened by a set, 6, of identities closed under deletion and for which xyx
is an isoterm. If M is a subset of the natural numbers, IN , then we will
take 6M to be the set of identities Ln ≈ 0 x n ∈ M. We show that for
every subset M of IN , 6 ∪ 6M ` Ln ≈ 0 if and only if n ∈ M . That is for
each pair of subsets P , Q of IN , the sets of identities 6 ∪ 6P and 6 ∪ 6Q
dene the same subvariety of V if and only if P = Q. Since there are
uncountably many subsets of the natural numbers, there are uncountably
many subvarieties of V.
Fix some set M ⊆ IN and assume that 6 ∪ 6M ` Lm ≈ 0 for some m ∈
IN . By Denition 2.2 there are words u1,: : : , un with u1 ≡ Lm, un ≡ 0. The
set 6 is closed under deletion and xyx is an isoterm for 6, so 6 6` Lm ≈ 0.
Therefore we may nd a smallest number k such that uk+1 is obtained from
uk by an application of an identity from 6M . Now since xyx is an isoterm
for 6 the words x and xy are also isoterms for 6. So a letter xi is linear
in uk if and only if it is linear in Lm. Also, every 2-occurring letter yj in
Lm occurs either side of a linear letter xi, that is, Lm deletes to yjxiyj .
Since xyx is an isoterm, this happens exactly when uk deletes to yjxiyj and
therefore yj is 2-occurring in uk also. So Lm ≈ uk satises the rst two
conditions of Lemma 3.1. Finally, xy is an isoterm for 6 so uk deletes to
xixj if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+ 6 and the third condition also holds. Therefore we
may apply Lemma 3.1 to the identity Lm ≈ uk.
Now uk+1 is obtained from uk by an application of an identity of the
form Li for some i ∈ M . So by Lemma 3.1, i must equal m and therefore
m ∈M as required.
Note 3.3. It is not immediately obvious that a variety V satisfying the con-
ditions of Theorem 3.2 has an uncountable chain of subvarieties even though
it does have uncountably many subvarieties. This is however true: we outline
an argument from [17, p. 82]. If  is the set of rational numbers then for each
real number r one can dene Ar to be the set q ∈  x q < r. It is easily seen
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that Ar1 ⊆ Ar2 if and only if r1 ≤ r2. Thus there is an uncountable chain in
the lattice of subsets of  and therefore also in the lattice of subsets of IN , the
natural numbers. Since the lattice of subvarieties of V contains a copy of the
lattice of all subsets of IN , the result follows. This argument applies to every
example of a variety with uncountably many subvarieties to follow.
We note also that if xx is an isoterm for a monoid S and S satises
a nontrivial identity of the form xyx ≈ w then w must be a nontrivial
permutation of the letters in xyx. So w is one of the words xxy or yxx.
However, it is shown in [21] that either of the identities xyx ≈ xxy or
xyx ≈ yxx denes hereditarily nitely based varieties and therefore the
variety generated by S can have only countably many subvarieties. Since xx
is an isoterm for a monoid if and only if it has index three or more we have
proved the following.
Corollary 3.4. A monoid of index three or more generates a variety with
uncountably many subvarieties if and only if it does not satisfy xyx ≈ xxy or
xyx ≈ yxx or equivalently if and only if it is not hereditarily nitely based.
This corollary can also be extracted from the proof of Lemma 7 and
Proposition 4 of [26]. These two results of [26] explicitly concern only non-
periodic monoids and make extensive use of the fact (established elsewhere
in [26]) that a nonperiodic hereditarily nitely based semigroup necessar-
ily satises the implication e2 = e & f 2 = f → ef = efe or its dual. While
this implication is not always available in the periodic case (for example,
the variety N of normal bands does not satisfy this implication and yet by
results of Perkins [18] there exist hereditarily nitely based periodic semi-
groups of arbitrarily large index generating varieties containing N ), it has
been pointed out to the author by M. Volkov (private communication) that
if the condition of being nonperiodic is replaced by being a monoid of
index at least three then this implication is no longer necessary and the
corresponding arguments in [26] continue to hold.
The remainder of this section will be concerned with examining the many
consequences of Theorem 3.2.
3.1. Small Finite Examples and Rees Quotients of Free Monoids
Finite bases for all monoids of less than six elements are established in
[4, 5, and 32]. By examining bases of identities described in these papers, it
is evident that Theorem 3.2 does not apply to any of them: all monoids of
order ve or less satisfy a nontrivial identity of the form xyx ≈ tx; y. A
basic seven element monoid with a nite basis for identities can however be
constructed as follows, answering Question 1.1. We rst need the following
denition.
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Denition 3.5. If W is a language (that is, a set of words) in an alpha-
bet X then let SW  be the monoid consisting of 0, 1 and all subwords of
words in W with the multiplication w1 · w2 = w1w2 if w1w2 is a subword
of a word in W and 0 otherwise. Equivalently we may regard SW  as the
Rees quotient X∗/IW  where IW  is the ideal of X∗ containing all words
that are not subwords of a word in W .
Consider the monoid Saba. Certainly the identities of Saba are
closed under deletion and xyx is an isoterm for these identities since if
xyx ≈ tx; y is an identity satised by Saba then by assigning a to x
and b to y we have that ta; b = aba and so tx; y ≡ xyx. Therefore by
Theorem 3.2, Saba generates a variety with uncountably many subva-
rieties. It is reasonably easy to show (see [28] for example) that a nite
basis for the semigroup identities of Saba is the closure under deleting
letters of the set of identities
xyxzx ≈ xxyz; xyy ≈ yyx;
xuyvxy ≈ xuyvyx; xuyxvy ≈ xuxyvy; xyuxvy ≈ yxuxvy:
Let S be a semigroup such that the set IdS of all identities satised by
S satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Since xyx is an isoterm for S, if
an identity u ≈ v ∈ IdS can be deleted to an identity u′ ≈ v′ where u′ is
of the form aba (or a subword of this), then u′ ≡ v′. Therefore Saba
satises the identity u ≈ v and so Theorem 3.2 applies to a set 6 of identi-
ties only when Saba is contained in the variety dened by 6. We have
proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. A set of identities 6 contains a subset satisfying the con-
ditions of Theorem 3.2 if and only if Saba is contained in the variety
generated by 6.
Note that the semigroup obtained from Saba by removing the iden-
tity element satises x1x2x3x4 ≈ y1y2y3y4 and consequently has only nitely
many subvarieties.
If a word w contains a subword of the form xyx which is not equivalent
to xxy or yxx then Sw will generate a variety containing Saba and
therefore have uncountably many subvarieties. This means that monoids of
the form SW  which generate such varieties are likely to be very common.
Indeed, we have
Theorem 3.7. Let W be a non-empty set of words. The following are
equivalent:
(i) the variety VSW  has only countably many subvarieties;
(ii) the variety VSW  has innitely many but not uncountably many
subvarieties;
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(iii) SW  = xyx ≈ yxx or SW  = xyx ≈ xxy;
(iv) either every word in W is, for some n ≥ 1 and m > 1, of one of
the forms a1a2 · · · an and a1a2 · · · an−1amn or every word in W is of one of the
forms a1a2 · · · an and am1 a2 · · · an−1an exclusively (the ai are distinct letters);
(v) SW  generates a hereditarily nitely based variety;
(vi) Saba 6∈ VSW .
Proof. (i)⇔(iii). Since both xyx ≈ yxx and xyx ≈ xxy dene hereditar-
ily nitely based varieties, in order to prove the equivalence of the condi-
tions (i) and (iii) we need to show that if SW  has only countably many
subvarieties then it satises one of these identities. By the last statement of
Theorem 3.2 we need only consider the case when xx is not an isoterm for
SW . If xx is not an isoterm for SW  then W contains no subwords of
the form uu (where u is a word). If it does not contain a subword of the
form uvu either (since xx is not an isoterm for SW , v must be a word dis-
tinct from u), then it is a collection of words of the form a1a2 · · · an (where
the ai are distinct letters) and is easily seen to satisfy xyx ≈ xxy. If W does
contain a subword of the form uvu then xyx is an isoterm for SW  and
so Theorem 3.2 implies SW  does not have countably many subvarieties.
(iii)⇔(v). Since xyx ≈ yxx and xyx ≈ xxy dene hereditarily nitely
based varieties we need only show that Condition (v) implies Condition (iii).
This follows since a hereditarily nitely based variety necessarily satises
Condition (i) and Condition (i) implies Condition (iii).
(iii)⇔(iv). That Condition (iv) implies Condition (iii) is easily veri-
ed. Now assume that SW  = xyx ≈ xxy or xyx ≈ yxx. So W cannot
have a subword of the form uvu where uvu 6≡ uuv or vuu, since then xyx
would be an isoterm. Similarly W cannot contain both a subword of the
form uuv and a subword of the form v′u′u′ (where uuv 6≡ vuu or uvu and
v′u′u′ 6≡ u′v′u′ or u′u′v′) since then both xxy and yxx are isoterms and
SW  would not satisfy Condition (iii). Therefore W must satisfy exactly
one of the two situations described in (iv).
(i)⇔(vi). From the proof of the equivalence of Conditions (i) and
(iii), the monoid SW  generates a variety with uncountably many subva-
rieties if and only if Theorem 3.2 applies to the identities of SW . The
equivalence of Conditions (i) and (vi) now follows from Theorem 3.6.
To complete the proof it remains to show that SW  has at least an
innity of subvarieties. Since W is non-empty, VSW  is a supervariety
of VSa where a is a single letter. It is trivial to establish that this
semigroup variety is given by the identities xy ≈ yx; xx ≈ xxx. For each
n ∈ IN the (n-nilpotent) variety given by
x1x2 · · ·xn ≈ y1y2 · · · yn; xx ≈ xxx; xy ≈ yx
denes a distinct subvariety of VSa. The theorem is proved.
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In [11] it is shown that every nite set of words W is a subset of a
nite set of words U so that SU is nitely based. Thus there are many
nitely based nite semigroups generating varieties with uncountably many
subvarieties (although it is shown in [10] that in a natural sense almost all
monoids of the form SW  are not nitely based). The set U can also be
chosen so that SU is not nitely based (but not inherently not nitely
based).
3.2. Finite INFB Semigroups
One of the main results of [23] and [24] is the following theorem. Here if
e is an idempotent element of a semigroup S then Se is the largest subgroup
of S containing e and 0Se is the nal term in the upper central series of
the group Se (the upper hypercenter of Se).
Theorem 3.8 [23], [24]. Let S be a nite semigroup with period p. Then
the following are equivalent:
(i) S is INFB;
(ii) for every n ∈ IN , the word Zn is an isoterm for the identities of S,
where Z1 ≡ x1 and Zn ≡ Zn−1xnZn−1 (these words are called Zimin words);
(iii) for some idempotent e ∈ S the monoid eSe is INFB;
(iv) there is an idempotent f ∈ S and elements a and e in the monoid
M = fSf such that eae and eap+1e do not lie in the same coset of Me/0Me.
We can now answer Question 1.2.
Corollary 3.9. If S is a nite INFB semigroup then the variety VS
generated by S has uncountably many subvarieties.
Proof. Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.8 shows that an INFB semigroup S
contains an INFB subsemigroup, T, with identity. Condition (ii) shows that
Z2 ≡ x1x2x1 is an isoterm for the identities of T. Therefore by Theorem
3.2 VT (and consequently VS) has uncountably many subvarieties.
In [24] it is shown that there is a unique minimum INFB semigroup con-
tained in the variety of any INFB semigroup whose subgroups are not INFB
(it is not known if there exists an INFB group). However, this semigroup is
innite and so the variety it generates is not covered by Corollary 3.9. Us-
ing a modication of Theorem 3.2 the author has shown that this variety
also has uncountably many subvarieties, however the proof is long and will
not be given here (see [10]).
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3.3. Regular and Orthodox Semigroups
A further class for which we can give a complete description of the nite
monoids generating varieties with uncountably many subvarieties is the class
of orthodox semigroups. It is convenient to rst examine exactly when a
nite regular semigroup is INFB.
Using the fact that B12 ∈ VA12 (see comments before Question 1.2) the
next lemma is a small part of the main results of [30] and [31] (see also
Lemma 1 of [24]).
Lemma 3.10 [30], [31]. Let S be a nite monoid. If there are elements a
and e of S so that a divides e, e is idempotent, and a2 does not divide e, then
B12 ∈ VS.
We can now show the following.
Theorem 3.11. If S is a nite regular semigroup with period d then the
following are equivalent:
(i) S is INFB;
(ii) B12 ∈ VS;
(iii) Sa ∈ VS;
(iv) S 6= xyx ≈ xyd+1x.
Proof. The implications (ii)⇒(i) and (ii)⇒(iii)⇒(iv) follow immediately
since B12 is INFB, Sa ∈ VB12, and Sa 6= xyx ≈ xyd+1x for any
d > 0. The implication (i)⇒(iv) follows since if S = xyx ≈ xyd+1x, the
Zimin word Z2 is not an isoterm for S and, by Theorem 3.8, S is not INFB.
We now show that Condition (iv) implies Condition (ii). Say that the
identity xyx ≈ xyd+1x fails on the nite regular semigroup S (recall that
d is the period of S). So there are elements a and b of S for which aba 6=
abd+1a. Since S is regular there is an idempotent e with eRa and ea = a.
So aba = eabea and abd+1a = eabd+1ea = eabed+1a. Now consider
the monoid M = eSe. This is a regular monoid since for any element exe ∈
M with inverse x′ in S, exe = exex′exe = exeex′eexe. If M is
completely regular (that is, a union of groups) then it satises x ≈ xd+1.
In this case eabe = eabed+1 and therefore aba = eabea = eabed+1a =
abd+1a, a contradiction. Therefore M is not completely regular and there
is an element c ∈ M which does not lie in a subgroup of M. Consider the
D-class Dc of c in M. The principle factor of Dc is a completely 0-simple
semigroup in which c2 = 0 (see [3] or [9] for details). Since Dc is regular
there is a non zero idempotent f ∈ Dc so that c divides f . But c2 = 0
and 0 cannot divide f so therefore by Lemma 3.10, B12 ∈ VM ⊆ VS as
required.
We can now examine the class of nite orthodox monoids.
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Corollary 3.12. Let S be a nite orthodox monoid with period p and let
VS be the (semigroup) variety generated by S. The following are equivalent:
(i) VS has uncountably many subvarieties;
(ii) VS has innitely many subvarieties;
(iii) VS is not hereditarily nitely based;
(iv) S is not nitely based;
(v) S is INFB;
(vi) B12 ∈ VS;
(vii) Sa ∈ VS;
(viii) S is not a union of groups;
(ix) S 6= x ≈ xp+1.
Proof. That (i)⇒(ii) is trivial. The implications (ii)⇒(viii), (iii)⇒(viii),
and (iv)⇒(viii) are central results of [22] and the implication (i)⇒(iii) fol-
lows since there are only countably many nite sets of identities. That
(vi)⇒(i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) follows from Corollary 3.9 and the fact
that B12 is INFB. The implications (viii)⇒(vii), (viii)⇔ (ix), and (vii)⇒(ix)
are also easily established. All remaining implications follow immediately
from Theorem 3.11 and the fact that a monoid satises xyx ≈ xyp+1x if
and only if it satises x ≈ xp+1.
So for the class of orthodox monoids the properties of being nitely
based and generating a variety with only nitely many subvarieties are in
fact equivalent. This result is also of interest in connection with Question
8.2 of [29] which asks if a nite orthodox semigroup is not nitely based if
and only if the variety it generates contains B12.
Note 3.13. If S is a nite orthodox semigroup (not necessarily a monoid)
which is not a union of groups then the variety VS generated by S has
innitely many subvarieties.
This is because S contains a nongroup element a which, since S is regular,
lies in an ideal whose principal factor is an orthodox completely 0-simple
semigroup which is not a union of groups (see [3] or [9] for details). Con-
sider the two semigroups B2 and A2 = A12\1. If C is a completely 0-simple
semigroup that is not a union of groups then there is a subsemigroup of a
quotient of C that is isomorphic to either B2 or A2. Since B2 ∈ VA2 (see
[29] for example) it must be the case that B2 ∈ VS (in fact, A2 cannot be
contained in the variety of S anyway since its idempotents do not form a
subsemigroup). A nite basis for the semigroup identities of B2 has been
found by A. N. Trahtman ([35]; see also [29]): it is the set
x2 ≈ x3; x2y2 ≈ y2x2; xyx ≈ xyxyx:
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Since every identity in this set contains a letter that occurs at least twice
on both sides, they are never applicable to any identity of the form
x1x2 · · ·xn ≈ y1y2 · · · yn. Thus by adjoining an identity of this form to the
above set of identities, a proper subvariety of VB2 is obtained. Since
there are innitely many such identities and each describes a distinct va-
riety it follows that the variety VB2 and consequently VS contains
innitely many subvarieties. Thus a nite orthodox semigroup contain-
ing a nongroup element always generates a variety with innitely many
subvarieties.
3.4. Joins of Finitely Generated, Hereditarily Finitely Based Varieties
Examples presented in [25] show that the class of semigroups generating
varieties with only nitely many subvarieties is not closed under the taking
of direct products (or equivalently joins of varieties). Likewise we have the
following result:
Theorem 3.14. The class of nite semigroups each generating a variety
with countably many subvarieties is not closed under direct products. There-
fore the class of varieties with countably many subvarieties does not form a
sublattice of the class of all varieties.
Proof. Theorem 3.7 shows that Sxyy and Sxxy generate vari-
eties with countably many subvarieties. However, Sxyy× Sxxy does
not satisfy either of the identities xxy ≈ xyx or yxx ≈ xyx and the word
xx is an isoterm for this monoid. So by Theorem 3.2, Sxyy × Sxxy
generates a variety with uncountably many subvarieties.
In fact, the examples used in this theorem show that the join of two
hereditarily nitely based varieties generated by nite semigroups can have
uncountably many subvarieties. A more striking example is obtained by
considering any nite group not satisfying one of the identities xxy ≈ xyx
or yxx ≈ xyx. As mentioned above, the semigroup variety generated by
a nite group G has only nitely many subvarieties. If G does not satisfy
xxy ≈ xyx, say, then the direct product G × Sbaa is a monoid of in-
dex three not satisfying either of the identities xxy ≈ xyx or yxx ≈ xyx. By
Theorem 3.2 G× Sbaa generates a variety with uncountably many sub-
varieties (clearly if G did not satisfy either of the described identities then
instead of Sbaa one may take the semigroup Saa). The smallest
group with this property is the symmetric group S3 with six elements.
In terms of subvarieties, however, a quite surprisingly small example is
possible. Let G3 be the 27 element group with presentation
a; b; c x a3 = b3 = 1; cb = bc; ac = ca; ab = bac
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[2, p. 145]. This group satises neither of the identities xyx ≈ xxy or
xyx ≈ yxx since aba = baca = baac, aab = abac = bacac = baacc, and
baa represent different elements of G3. It is also easy to establish that G3
can be generated by just the two elements a; b, that it is of exponent 3,
and that it is nilpotent of class 2. Indeed, it is the only nonabelian group of
order dividing 27 that has exponent 3 (see [2]) and is in fact the free Burn-
side group of exponent 3 on two generators (see [8] for example). Thus
every two generated group in the variety of G3 has order dividing 27 and
therefore is either isomorphic to G3 or is abelian. However, since the iden-
tity xy ≈ yx involves just two letters, any nonabelian variety must contain a
two generated nonabelian group. Therefore there are no nonabelian proper
subvarieties of VG3. Since the only abelian variety of exponent 3 is that
generated by the additive group of integers modulo 3, the lattice of sub-
varieties of VG3 is a three element chain (note that every group variety
with fewer than three subvarieties is abelian). The group G3 also plays an
important role in the examples constructed in [25].
A small, aperiodic (that is, with only trivial subgroups) example of a
pair of semigroups generating hereditarily nitely based varieties whose
join has uncountably many subvarieties is also possible. Let L1 be the left
zero semigroup with adjoined identity element. The lattice of band varieties
has been completely described in [1, 6, and 7], and it follows that this
semigroup generates a variety with only three proper, nontrivial subvarieties
(the variety of semilattices, the variety of left zero semigroups, and the
variety of left normal bands). Since L1 contains a left zero subsemigroup it
does not satisfy the identity xyx ≈ yxx. So the direct product Saab×L1
is a monoid of index three not satisfying either of the identities xxy ≈
xyx or yxx ≈ xyx and therefore by Theorem 3.2 it generates a variety
with uncountably many subvarieties. As seen above, the monoid Saab
generates a hereditarily nitely based variety. These examples suggest the
following question.
Question 3.15. Do there exist two ( nite) semigroups each generating a
variety with only nitely many subvarieties whose direct product has uncount-
ably many subvarieties?
Note that the direct product of the semigroup L1 above with any nite
band generates a variety with still only nitely many subvarieties (in fact,
from results of [22], it follows that the direct product of L1 with any nite
group also generates such a variety; see Corollary 3.12 above).
Combining the ideas above we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.16. (i) For any semigroup S1 ( nite or otherwise) there are
nite semigroups S2 and S3 generating hereditarily nitely based varieties so
that S1 × S2 × S3 generates a variety with uncountably many subvarieties.
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(ii) If M is a monoid of index more than two then there is a nite group
G generating a hereditarily nitely based variety with only three subvarieties so
that M×G generates a variety with uncountably many subvarieties.
(iii) If M is a monoid of index less than or equal to two then either
M satises both xyx ≈ xxy and xyx ≈ yxx or there is a nite semigroup S
generating a hereditarily nitely based variety so that M× S generates a variety
with uncountably many subvarieties.
Proof of (i). For S2 and S3 one can take, for example, the semigroups
L1 and Saab or the semigroups G3 and Saa.
Proof of (ii). The monoid Saa is contained in the variety generated
by M and therefore the claim follows by taking G to be the group G3
above. To obtain an aperiodic example one may replace the group G3 in
this argument by the direct product of L1 with its right dual R1 and obtain
a similar result. The semigroup L1 × R1 generates a band variety with a
lattice of subvarieties consisting of 13 elements.
Proof of (iii). If M does not satisfy one of the described identities then
one of the semigroups M× Saab or M× Sabb generates a variety
whose identities are closed under deletion, have index three, and do not
contain either of the identities xyx ≈ xxy or xyx ≈ yxx. By the last part of
Theorem 3.2, one of these semigroups generates a variety with uncountably
many subvarieties.
Note that by a famous theorem of Clifford (see [3] or [9]) a semigroup of
index one is a semilattice of completely simple semigroups. A completely
simple semigroup that is not merely a group cannot satisfy both the identi-
ties xyx ≈ xxy and xyx ≈ yxx since it contains a divisor that is isomorphic
to either a left or a right zero semigroup. Therefore if M is a monoid of
index one satisfying both of these identities it is a semilattice of groups (a
Clifford semigroup), each satisfying these identities.
3.5. A Final Example
Let Sn be the semigroup variety generated by all semigroups of order
n and Mn be the semigroup variety generated by all monoids of order n.
Naturally, Mn ⊆ Sn.
Corollary 3.17. The semigroup Mn, and consequently Sn, has uncount-
ably many subvarieties for n > 3. For n < 3, Mn and Sn have at most countably
many subvarieties.
Proof. If n ≥ 4, Mn contains the following: the three element monoid
L1 consisting of the two element left zero semigroup with adjoined iden-
tity element; its right zero counterpart R1; and the four element monoid
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Saa. Therefore Mn contains the direct product of these. Since xx is
an isoterm for Saa, L1 6= xyx ≈ yxx, and R1 6= xyx ≈ xxy, Theorem
3.2 now applies. Up to isomorphism there are only 2 two-element monoids
(the two-element group and the two-element semilattice) and these are
both commutative. There are 5 two-element semigroups (the two previously
mentioned along with the two-element null semigroup and the two-element
left and right zero semigroups) and it is trivial to verify that these all satisfy
the identities xyzw ≈ xzyw and x2 ≈ x4. Therefore both Mn and Sn gen-
erate hereditarily nitely based varieties and consequently have countably
many subvarieties (see [18]).
The following question remains unanswered.
Question 3.18. Do M3 and S3 have uncountably many subvarieties?
It can be checked that xyx ≈ xyx7 is an identity for both of these varieties
(for a list of all semigroups of order three the reader is referred to [19]).
We note that S3 is nitely based (see [29]).
4. FURTHER VARIETIES WITH UNCOUNTABLY
MANY SUBVARIETIES
By Theorem 3.6 every example of a semigroup variety with uncountably
many subvarieties that was found in the previous section contains the semi-
group Saba. We now nd two semigroup varieties with uncountably
many subvarieties which do not contain this semigroup.
4.1. Varieties Containing B2
Theorem 4.1. If V is a variety containing the semigroups B2 and Sa
then V has uncountably many subvarieties.
Proof. Let S be the semigroup B2 × Sa. Since B2 and Sa are
(up to isomorphism) subsemigroups of S, a variety V contains S if and
only if it contains both B2 and Sa and the semigroup S satises an
identity p ≈ q exactly when both the subsemigroups B2 and Sa satisfy
p ≈ q. It is easily veried that the semigroup Sa = p ≈ q if and only
if cp = cq and occx;p = 1⇔ occx; q = 1. As noted above, a basis
for the identities of B2 is the set x2y2 ≈ y2x2; xyx ≈ xyxyx; x2 ≈ x3. It
is clear that B2 = p ≈ q implies cp ≈ cq and therefore S = p ≈ q if
and only if both B2 = p ≈ q and there is no letter t that is linear on one
side of p ≈ q but nonlinear on the other. We now show that for every odd
number n > 0 the word
Ln ≡ z1t1t2z1x1y1x1x2y2x2 · · · xnynxnz2t3t4z2
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is an isoterm for S (the condition of being odd here merely serves to reduce
in what follows the number of cases it is necessary to consider). It is shown
in [20] that these words are independent in the sense that for any distinct
odd natural numbers n and m there is no substitution θ so that Lm contains
θLn as a subword. Thus if the word Li is an isoterm for S for all odd
numbers i > 0 then for any two distinct subsets P and Q of the odd natural
numbers, the sets IdS ∪ Ln ≈ 0 x n ∈ P and IdS ∪ Ln ≈ 0 x n ∈
Q dene distinct varieties. This shows that VS has uncountably many
subvarieties.
It will be convenient to consider the semigroup B2 as the semigroup on
the set a; b; ab; ba; 0 with presentation a; b x aba = a; bab = b; aa =
bb = 0. It is clear that any word in the alphabet a; b that starts with the
letter a represents in B2 one of the words a, ab, or 0 and likewise words
starting with b represent one of the words b, ba, or 0. The following two
lemmas establish the structure of possible words r for which B2 = Ln ≈ r.
Lemma 4.2. If B2 = Ln ≈ r then r begins with the letter z1 and ends with
the letter z2.
Proof. For every number i less than n assign a to the letters x2i−1, y2i,
t1; and t3, b to the letters x2i, y2i−1, and zi; and ba to t2 and t4. Call this
assignment θ1. Under θ1, Ln takes the value bababababab · · ·
abababab = b. Since B2 = Ln ≈ r, the word r must also be
assigned the value b under θ1. This shows that r cannot start with any of
the letters x2i−1, y2i, t1 or t3. Let θ2 be the same as θ1 except with ab
assigned to z1 and b assigned to t2. This gives Ln the value ab. This shows
that r cannot start with any of the letters x2i, y2i−1, z2, t2, and t4. Thus
r starts with the letter z1. By the symmetry of the word Ln and of the
semigroup B2 there are dual assignments to the above that show that r
must nish with the letter z2.
Lemma 4.3. If B2 = Ln ≈ r and u is a two-letter subword of r then either
u is a two-letter subword of Ln or u is contained in the set y1t1; yiyi−1; t4yn x
0 < i ≤ n.
Proof. Since bb and aa equal zero in the semigroup B2, the assignments
θ1, θ2 and their duals above show that the only possible two-letter subwords
involving letters of the form xi and yj are x2iy2j or its reverse, x2i−1y2j−1 or
its reverse, x2ix2j−1 or its reverse, and y2i−1y2j or its reverse. Assume that r
contains the subword of the form x2iy2j or its reverse. Say i ≤ j and dene
an assignment φ2i as follows. Assign a to all letters x2i′ and y2i′−1 with i′ ≤ i
and b to all letters x2i′−1 and y2i′ with i′ ≤ i. Assign a to all letters x2j′−1 and
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y2j′ for j′ > i+ 1 and b to all letters x2j′ and y2j′−1 for j′ > i+ 1. Assign ba
to x2i+1 and y2i+1. Since 2i is even and n is odd, φ2i assigns the word
x1y1x1x2y2x2 · · · x2iy2ix2ix2i+1y2i+1x2i+1x2i+2y2i+2x2i+2 · · · xnynxn
the value
bababa · · · abababababab · · · aba = ba:
To complete the denition of φ2i, let φ2i assign ba to z1 and z2; b to t1
and t3; and a to t2 and t4. An analogous assignment for odd numbers 2i− 1
exists and we will denote this by φ2i−1. Now φ2i gives Ln the value ba on
the semigroup B2. However, it also assigns any word x2iy2j′ (or its reverse)
the value aa = 0 if i < j′. Since it has been assumed that r contains the
subword x2iy2j for i ≤ j and B2 = Ln ≈ r it must be that i = j. In the
case when j ≤ i the same arguments using the substitution φ2j instead of
φ2i again show that i = j. These assignments also show that if x2ix2j+1 is
a subword of r then j = i and that if y2j+1y2i is a subword of r then j = i
(note however that there are no such subwords in Ln). Similarly, using
φ2i−1 one can show that if x2i−1y2j−1 (or its reverse), x2i−1x2j , and y2iy2j−1
are subwords of r then i = j.
Thus the only possible two-letter subwords of r in the alphabet xi; yj x
0 < i; j ≤ n are those already occurring in Ln and subwords of the form
yiyi−1. The arguments above are easily extended to the two-letter subwords
of r containing any of the letters xi, yi, zi, or ti. It is routine to verify in
this case that the only possible two-letter subwords of r that do not already
occur in Ln are those found above and the words y1t1 and t4yn. The lemma
is proved.
Denote the set of all possible two-letter subwords of r by R (note that
not all of these subwords need occur in any particular choice of the word r).
We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing that if S = Ln ≈ r
then Ln ≡ r.
We associate with the word r a sequence of consecutive edges, or a path-
way, in a directed graph Gr with vertex set V Gr = cr ∪ 0 and edge
set EGr = u; v x uv ∈ R ∪ 0; z1; z2; 0 (no duplicate edges are
allowed). This graph is shown in Fig. 1 (here the dotted lines represent
edges corresponding to the two-letter subwords contained in R but not oc-
curring in the word Ln). The rst edge in the pathway corresponding to
r is the edge 0; z1 and successive edges correspond to successive two-
letter subwords in r. That is, the ith edge in this pathway corresponds to
the i − 1th two-letter subword to occur in r. Finally, the last edge in the
pathway is the edge z2; 0. Naturally for some choices of r the correspond-
ing pathway does not contain every edge. For example, the word Ln (which
is a possible choice for r since S = Ln ≈ Ln trivially) corresponds to the
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(unique) pathway passing every nondotted edge exactly once. If the semi-
group S = Ln ≈ r then all linear letters in Ln are linear in r also. Therefore
for every linear letter, say t, the pathway corresponding to r contains only
one edge leaving the vertex t and one entering the vertex t. We will assume
that this pathway contains a dotted edge (that is, r contains a two-letter
subword not contained in Ln) and show that a contradiction arises.
FIG. 1. The directed graph constructed for the word r.
Assume that the edge yi; yi−1 is contained in the pathway correspond-
ing to r and that i is the largest number with this property. Thus either the
edge immediately preceding yi; yi−1 is xi; yi or i = n and the edge im-
mediately preceding yi; yi−1 is t4; yn. Let j be the smallest number for
which yj+1; yj is an edge succeeding yi; yi−1 in the pathway. Therefore
either the edge immediately following yj+1; yj is yj; xj or j = 1 and the
edge immediately following yj+1; yj is y1; t1. For the sake of simplicity
we will only consider the cases when i does not equal n and j does not
equal 1. The remaining cases follow in the same manner essentially by us-
ing z1 and z2 instead of xj and xi respectively (aside from simple arguments
regarding t2 and t3). So r contains the subword xiyiyi−1yi−2 · · · yj+1yjxj . The
only edges pointing left in the graph are of the form yk; yk−1, y1; t1, and
t4; yn. Thus if an edge of the form yk; xk is contained in the pathway
corresponding to r then, since yk is linear in r, every edge to follow can
never nish at the vertex xk. Therefore r must be of the form
Axjxj+1 · · ·xi−1xiyiyi−1 · · · yj+1yjxjxj+1 · · ·xi−1xixi+1B
where A does not contain xk or yk for any k ≥ j or the letters z2, t3, and
t4 and B does not contain xk′ or yk′ for any k′ < i + 1 or the letters z1,
t1, and t2. Assign ab to all letters in r up to (but not including) the rst
occurrence of the letter xi, assign a to xi; ba to yi; and b to yi−1. Assign ab
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to the letters yk for i− 1 < k ≤ j and ba to all other letters. Clearly (since
ab and ba are idempotent in B2) these rules assign A the value ab and B
the value ba. Thus r is assigned the value
ababab · · · ababababab · · ·
abababab · · · abababa = a:
However, Ln contains the subword xi−1yi−1 which takes the value abb = 0
under this assignment. Thus we have reached a contradiction.
So the pathway corresponding to r does not pass along any of the dotted
edges but does pass through every vertex. Since the vertices t1,· · ·, t4 and
y1, · · ·, yn can be passed only once, it is easily veried that the pathway
corresponding to r must be identical to that of Ln. Thus r ≡ Ln, as required.
It is a routine exercise to verify that both B2 and Sa satisfy the
identity xyxzx ≈ xzxyx but Saba does not and therefore Saba 6∈
VB2 × Sa. Similarly, B2 × Sa 6∈ VSaba since Sxyx =
xyxy ≈ yxyx but B2 × Sa 6= xyxy ≈ yxyx.
Proposition 3 of [26] shows that if V is a nonperiodic variety then V is
hereditarily nitely based only if the regular elements of every semigroup
S in V lie in subgroups of S (and that a nonperiodic semigroup containing
a nongroup, regular element generates a variety with uncountably many
subvarieties). The condition of nonperiodicity here serves only to ensure
that certain identities are balanced. The identities in question will also be
balanced if (as in the comments after Corollary 3.4) the condition of being
nonperiodic is replaced by the condition of containing a monoid of index
more than three. Thus the regular elements of a semigroup in a hereditarily
nitely based variety containing a monoid of index at least four are all group
elements. By combining the arguments used to prove Proposition 4 of [26]
and the result of Theorem 4.1 above we obtain the following improvement
on these results.
Corollary 4.4. If V is a hereditarily nitely based variety containing a
monoid of index greater than one (that is, a monoid that is not completely
regular) then the regular elements of any semigroup S in V lie in subgroups of
S. On the other hand, if a variety V contains a semigroup with a nongroup
regular element, and V also contains a monoid of index greater than one then
V has uncountably many subvarieties.
Theorem 4.1 also provides an example of a seven-element, not-INFB
semigroup whose identities are not closed under deletion. We may think of
B2 and Sc as sharing a single common element, the zero element (here
we use the letter c in the semigroup Sc to avoid confusion between
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elements of Sc and elements of B2) and dene a semigroup multipli-
cation on the set B2 ∪ Sc to coincide with that on the subsemigroups
B2 and Sc and to equal zero elsewhere (this construction is called the
zero direct join of B2 and Sc).
Example 4.5. The seven element semigroup B2 ∪ Sc with the
described multiplication generates a variety with uncountably many
subvarieties.
It is trivial to verify that this semigroup has seven elements and generates
a variety satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1 (it generates the same
variety as B2 × Sc). This semigroup also satises xyxzx ≈ xzxyx and
so is not INFB by results of [23] since this identity implies that the word
Z3 is not an isoterm (see proof of Corollary 3.9 above). The identities of
this semigroup are not closed under deletion since xyxzx ≈ xzxyx deletes
to yz ≈ zy and B2 is not commutative. Indeed, since the identity xy ≈ yx
denes a hereditarily nitely based variety (see [18]), this argument shows
that any subvariety of VB2 × Sc whose identities are closed under
deletion has only countably many subvarieties.
A more extreme example is that found by Jezek in [12]. There it is shown
that the variety V′ dened by x2y ≈ yx2 ≈ x2 has uncountably many subva-
rieties (this is the variety of all semigroups where the square of any element
is the zero element). Since if 1 is the identity element of a monoid then
12 = 1, it follows that if s is an element of a monoid S from V′, then
s = s12 = 12 = 1. That is, all monoids in V′ are trivial! The variety V′, how-
ever, is not generated by a nite semigroup, indeed it contains the famous
three generated innite semigroup constructed by Morse and Hedlund [15]
and so is not even locally nite.
Note also that Theorem 4.1 shows that the direct product B2 with any
monoid of index greater than one generates a variety with uncountably
many subvarieties. If B2 generates a hereditarily nitely based variety then
an improvement of Theorem 3.16 would be obtained. Furthermore, since
B2 contains a submonoid of index one, the index described in Corollary 4.4
would be shown to be minimal. As an inverse semigroup in the signature
·;−1 , B2 does generate such a variety [14]. On the other hand, if VB12
is not hereditarily nitely based then neither can the variety generated by
any nite orthodox semigroup containing a nongroup element be and so a
complete description of the hereditarily nitely based varieties generated by
nite orthodox semigroups is obtained (extending Corollary 3.12). If VB12
has uncountably many subvarieties then Corollary 3.12 would be extended
further to include a complete description of the nite orthodox semigroups
whose varieties have uncountably many subvarieties. This motivates the fol-
lowing questions.
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Question 4.6. Does B2 generate a hereditarily nitely based semigroup
variety? Does B2 generate a semigroup variety with uncountably many subva-
rieties?
4.2. Varieties for Which xyx Is Not an Isoterm
The word xyx is an isoterm for both Saba and B2 × Sa. On the
other hand, a recent result of J. Kadourek [13] shows that the semigroup
variety dened by the powerful identity x2y ≈ xy has uncountably many
subvarieties. Clearly xyx is not an isoterm for this variety. We now present
a second example with this property which permits a proof along similar
lines to others in this paper. However, it is not known whether the exam-
ple in [13] or the example below can be modied to imply the existence of
nite semigroups whose varieties have uncountably many subvarieties. For
instance, the variety dened by x2y ≈ xy contains the variety of all bands
and therefore by a result from [27], cannot be generated by any nite semi-
group.
For every k > 0 let Vk be the variety dened by xyx ≈ xyk+1x; xyxy ≈
yxyx. Note that while x2y ≈ xy ` xyx ≈ xyk+1x, the variety dened by
x2y ≈ xy; xyxy ≈ yxyx has only countably many subvarieties since these
identities imply xyx ≈ xyxyx ≈ yxyxx ≈ yxx.
Proposition 4.7. For every k > 0, Vk has uncountably many subvarieties.
Proof. For every n > 0 let Ln be the word
x1x2x1y
2
1y
2
2 · · · y2nx3x4x3;
and Rn be the word
x1x2x1y
2
ny
2
n−1 · · · y21x3x4x3:
Fix a subset M of IN and let n be any number in IN . We will show that
xyx ≈ xyk+1x; xyxy ≈ yxyx;Li ≈ Ri x i ∈ M ` Ln ≈ Rn only if n ∈ M .
As in previous proofs, this implies that the variety Vk has uncountably many
subvarieties.
Let the set xyx ≈ xyk+1x; xyxy ≈ yxyx;Li ≈ Ri x i ∈ M be denoted
by 6M and assume that 6M ` Ln ≈ Rn. By Denition 2.2 we can se-
lect a number m and pairwise distinct words u1; u2; · · · ; um with u1 ≡ Ln,
um ≡ Rn so that for each i ≤ m there is a substitution θi and an iden-
tity pi ≈ qi ∈ 6M so that ui+1 is obtained from ui by replacing a sub-
word of the form θipi in ui with the subword θiqi. Let j be the largest
number so that xyx ≈ xyk+1x; xyxy ≈ yxyx ` u1 ≈ uj . There are only
two-subwords of Ln of the form xyx and none of the form xyxy. Since
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xyx ≈ xyk+1x; xyxy ≈ yxyx ` Ln ≈ uj it is easily established by induc-
tion on j that for some integers p; q ≥ 0,
uj ≡ x1xpk+12 x1y21y22 · · · y2nx3xqk+14 x3:
Because this word is not Rn it follows that xyx ≈ xyk+1x; xyxy ≈ yxyx 6`
Ln ≈ Rn and so there exists a number h ∈ M and a substitution θ so
that uj ≡ rθLhs and uj+1 ≡ rθRhs. The rst letter of Lh is x1. Since
x1 is 2-occurring in Lh and x1x2x1 is a subword of Lh, there must be a
subword of uj of the form uvu for some words u and v. By inspection,
the pair u; v is one of the following: x1; xpk+12 , xe12 ; xf12 , x3; xqk+14 , or
xe24 ; xf24  (where ei and fi are natural numbers satisfying e1 + f1 ≤ pk+ 1
and e2 + f2 ≤ qk+ 1). The second to last of these is obviously impossible
since then uvu would be a nal segment of uj but uvu must be followed
in uj by θy1 since this follows x1x2x1 in Lh. The last of the possibilities
is also impossible since the only letter that occurs twice to the right of
x4 in uj is x4 itself. This enforces θx = xi4 for every letter x ∈ cLh
(for some i depending on x) and therefore θLh ≡ θRh. In this case
uj ≡ uj+1, contradicting both the choice of j as the largest such that xyx ≈
xyk+1x; xyxy ≈ yxyx ` Ln ≈ uj and the fact that uj and uj+1 are distinct
words. A similar argument applies for the second of the possibilities unless
for some x ∈ cLh\x1; x2 the letter x1 appears in θx. In this case,
however, there is only one occurrence of x1 to the right of x2 in uj and
so x must be 1-occurring in Lh. The only remaining 1-occurring letter in
Lh is x4. However, then for every i ≤ h there is an i′ such that θyi ≡ xi
′
2 .
Therefore θLh ≡ θRh, once again contradicting the fact that uj 6≡ uj+1.
So the only remaining possibility is that θx1 ≡ x1 and θx2 ≡ xpk+12 . The
same arguments show that θx3 ≡ x3 and θx4 ≡ xqk+14 . In this case it
is easily veried that h = n and θyi ≡ yi for all i ≤ n. Thus n ∈ M as
required.
We nish with a number of questions.
Question 4.8. Does A2 generate a variety with uncountably many subva-
rieties (see also Question 4.6)?
Question 4.9. Is there a nite regular semigroup generating uncountably
many subvarieties that is not INFB?
Note that a negative answer to this question would imply a negative an-
swer to both parts of Question 4.8 and enable a generalisation of Corollary
3.12 to regular semigroups.
Question 4.10. Is there a nite monoid generating a variety with uncount-
ably many subvarieties for which xyx is not an isoterm?
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A negative answer to this question would help improve the bounds for a
solution to Question 4.11 as well as provide a partial solution to Question
3.18. In connection with this question and Question 4.9 we note that there
exist nitely based semigroup varieties generated by locally nite regular
monoids for which xyx is not an isoterm; the free group in the variety
of groups (considered in the semigroup signature) of exponent 16 in [36]
sufces.
Question 4.11. (i) What is the smallest (element-wise) nite semigroup
(or monoid) generating a variety with uncountably many subvarieties?
(ii) What is the smallest nitely based nite semigroup (or monoid) gen-
erating a variety with uncountably many subvarieties?
Question 4.12. Is the membership problem for the class of nite semi-
groups generating varieties with uncountably many subvarieties decidable?
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